
WILL THE SUPREME COURT GRANT THE SACKLER FAMILY A DISCHARGE OF THEIR DEBT 

THROUGH PURDUE PHARMA L.P.’S BANKRUPTCY PLAN?* 

INTRODUCTION 

In early August 2023, the Supreme Court stayed the Second Circuit Court of Appeals’ 

decision, In re Purdue Pharma L.P., and granted certiorari to hear oral argument in December of 

2023.1 The parties were asked to brief and argue “[w]hether the Bankruptcy Code authorizes a 

court to approve, as part of a plan of reorganization under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, a 

release that extinguishes claims held by non-debtors against non-debtor third parties, without the 

claimants’ consent.”2 In short, the parties were directed to argue the permissibility of 

nonconsensual third-party releases. These releases are at the core of the In re Purdue Pharma L.P. 

Chapter 11 reorganization plan.3 To help readers understand the impact of the Supreme Court’s 

forthcoming decision, this blog explains what nonconsensual third-party releases are and why 

these releases have created a circuit split. It also points to pre-Code guidance that, if the Supreme 

Court chooses to rely upon it, lends support for the impermissibility of nonconsensual third-party 

releases.  

A.  Nonconsensual Third-Party Releases and Their Role in Mass Tort Bankruptcies  

Nonconsensual third-party releases have been at the forefront of bankruptcy debates for 

decades, growing in popularity as mass tort Chapter 11 bankruptcies have become more frequent. 

Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code enables a debtor to rehabilitate and restructure its business 

pursuant to a court-approved plan.4 The primary policies of Chapter 11 are preservation of the 

going concern of the company and maximization of creditor recovery to promote fair and equitable 
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distribution among all classes.5 Ideally, a Chapter 11 proceeding will result in a consensual plan 

of reorganization with a degree of realistic success for all concerned parties.6 A confirmed plan 

operates to discharge the debtor of all pre-petition debt not paid in the plan, subject to certain 

limitations.7  

Section 524 of the Bankruptcy Code discusses the effect of discharge.8 Section 524(e) 

states that “discharge of a debt of the debtor does not affect the liability of any other entity on, or 

the property of any other entity for, such debt.”9 It has become common practice for non-debtor 

parties, like the parent and parties related to the corporation, to seek release through the 

reorganization plan so that they, alongside the debtor, can also receive a “fresh start.”10 This 

practice is where the debate about the permissibility of third-party releases begins.  

If a consensual release cannot be achieved or is not practical, a court may still bind all 

creditors and shareholders to a third-party release, jurisdiction permitting.11 “A nonconsensual 

release is essentially a final judgment against the claimant, in favor of the non-debtor, entered 

without any hearing on the merits.”12 Section 1129(b) expressly allows majority creditors to bind 

the minority creditors and allows the court to “cramdown” the plan, in order to “foreclose the 

possibility that a small minority would prevent confirmation.” This function of § 1129(b) is 
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effectively being extended to grant release to non-debtor third parties who have not filed 

bankruptcy petitions of their own.13 Nonconsensual releases operate under the theory that the 

reorganization plan cannot succeed without the releases—if the minority had the option to opt out 

of the releases, then that would make clear that the releases were not “necessary” to the plan.14 

Nonconsensual releases place impaired classes in a vice. If the parties otherwise favor the plan and 

want to reap the benefits of the debtor’s reorganization, they have no choice but to assent to 

releasing their rights to claims against related non-debtor third parties. Even if they deny the plan 

because of the third-party release provision, they will still be bound to release their claims if a 

majority affirmatively votes for the Plan. Herein lies the crux of the debate— should the majority 

be allowed to bind the minority in regards to their individual non-debtor claims through a 

bankruptcy process that the non-debtor has not subjected itself to? 

There is arguably no bigger gap in the Code than the lack of express guidance on 

nonconsensual third-party releases. The federal circuit courts are split on the permissibility of 

such releases and offer varying interpretations of the Bankruptcy Code to justify their positions. 

A few circuits interpret § 524(e) literally and hold that discharge is strictly limited to the 

debtor.15 Other circuits rely on the equitable powers conferred upon bankruptcy courts under § 

105(a) to grant any ‘necessary or appropriate’ order to carry out the provisions of the Bankruptcy 

code—nonconsensual third-party releases are accordingly permissible per the bankruptcy court’s 

discretion.16  

B. Pre-Code Guidance Suggests that Nonconsensual Third-Party Releases are Impermissible 
Under the Code  

Where statutory gaps and ambiguity exist in the Code, the Supreme Court has instructed 

courts and practitioners to rely on pre-Code guidance.17 The precursor to § 105(a) is § 2a(15) of 

the 1898 Act; § 105(a) contains analogous language and functionally grants bankruptcy courts the 
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same equitable discretion that § 2a(15) did.18 One of the seminal cases discussing the authority 

conferred upon bankruptcy courts through § 2a(15) is Continental Illinois National Bank v. 

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.19 This case has been cited as support for the assertion 

that bankruptcy courts are courts of equity and are thus authorized to grant nonconsensual third-

party releases where they deem such releases necessary to the reorganization.20 Continental 

Illinois’ instruction does not reach that far. While it is true that Continental Illinois established 

bankruptcy courts as courts of equity,21 Continental Illinois does not stand for the presumption 

that this equitable power can be imposed outside of the scope of the debtor’s reorganization. On 

the contrary, Continental Illinois specifically states that the extent of this equitable authority is 

limited to making orders as necessary to enforce the Act and enable a reorganization.”22 One 

cannot infer that discharge of non-debtors is ‘necessary’ to a reorganization—Continental Illinois 

never contemplated such a concept and neither did subsequent pre-Code case law which cited to 

that decision.23 

Other pre-Code cases have also echoed this principle24—alteration of a non-debtor’s 

liability is not necessary to a debtor’s reorganization;25 alteration of a non-debtor’s liability does 

not interfere with the debtor’s assets;26 § 2a(15) cannot be used to grant relief to non-debtors who 

have not subjected themselves to the bankruptcy process.27 Pre-Code case law simply did not 

contemplate the concept of third-party releases and does not provide support for them.  
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Congress did not contemplate the release of third-parties when it wrote the Code—using § 

105(a) to read this substantive content right into the Code would be contrary to the purpose of 

Chapter 11 as Congress envisioned it.28 The Supreme Court echoed this sentiment in Law v. 

Siegel.29 In  Law, the Supreme Court discussed the broad equitable powers of § 105(a) in 

conjunction with § 524(e), a more specific provision of the Code which had set forth a “number 

of carefully calibrated exceptions and limitations.”30 The Supreme Court held that it is “hornbook 

law that § 105(a) ‘does not allow the bankruptcy court to override explicit mandates of other 

sections of the Bankruptcy Code.’”31 While § 105(a) grants bankruptcy courts authority to “carry 

out” provisions of the Code, bankruptcy courts may not “contravene specific statutory provisions” 

in exercising this equitable power.32 The Supreme Court concluded that bankruptcy courts are not 

authorized to create other additional exceptions; doing so would undermine Congress’s 

“meticulous—not to say mind-numbingly detailed—enumeration of exemptions and exceptions to 

those exemptions” within the Code.33  

The Court has not yet determined whether a use of §105(a) equitable powers to discharge 

the debt of non-debtor parties, like the Sacklers, over the objection of the debtor’s creditors, is a 

permissible application of the provision. However, a reading of § 105(a), bearing the above 

statutory interpretation principles in mind, leads to the conclusion that § 105(a) cannot be the basis 

for authority to grant nonconsensual third-party releases. In order to remain consistent with its 

previous stance, the Supreme Court should find that nonconsensual third-party releases are an 

impermissible abuse of the Bankruptcy Code.  
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